
  

Anthony Pieske 
3203 Highlands Lakeview Circle, Lakeland FL 33812 

(863) 559-9420 
pieskefamily@yahoo.com  

College and certifications:   

A.S. in Automotive Engineering 

B.S. in Terrorism/Counter-Terrorism from Henley-Putnam University 

CISSP certification in process 

Six Sigma certified, Green Belt 

FAA Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) certified technician 

Top Secret security clearance 

 

Work Experience 

UTC Aerospace Systems, ISR and Space Systems, 09/2016 to Present Tampa, Florida  

Business Development Special Programs Manager, ISR Systems and Automated Flight Controls 

Responsibilities and Major Accomplishments:  

USSOCOM Special Programs Business Development Manager working accomplishments include 

coordinated participation on multiple RFI, RFQ and RFP simultaneously using outstanding interpersonal and 

communication skills. Working in special access areas allowed intimately familiar knowledge across all 

Special Operations Command branches, COCOMs, all Research Labs in DoD (ONR, AFRL and NRL), 

DARPA and Joint Operations. Submitted to multiple RFI’s, RFP’s and RFQ’s for each Special Operations 

Command individual PEO Offices located in Tampa, Florida as well as at the Pentagon with specialization in 

SOCOM requirements. Additional accomplishments include providing SOCOM SME knowledge to fulfill 

requirements to a contract for Manned-Unmanned Teaming with AC-130 Gunships and Unmanned Systems. 

Very specific efforts included EO/IR and INT sensor package integration outside of the normal RFQ and RFI 

process by sole source award or other alternate means. Continuous management of customer needs allowed 

all contacts and customers success in each mission by utilizing very effective communications and strong 

interaction at all levels. This also includes working within SOF AT&L (Special Operations Forces 

Acquisitions, Training and Logistics) at MacDill AFB, Florida. Executive level contract negotiations while 

showing attention to PEO requirements allow close teaming accomplishments on details such as specific 

EO/IR, multi-INT and other sensor packages needed on Manned and/or Unmanned applications within each 

AOR in FMS and USSOCOM. By providing joint ISR collection management and asset capabilities in a 

leadership role to SOC leadership in theater and CONUS while leading a team of roughly 25 engineers and 

Analysts. Accomplished in several CRADA’s and IWP for CRADA.  
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Textron Inc, Unmanned Systems, 08/2011 to 06/2016 Tampa, Florida  

Business Development Manager and FSO for Unmanned Systems 

Responsibilities and Major Accomplishments:  

USSOCOM Business Development leader working accomplishments include participating on multiple RFI, 

RFQ and RFP simultaneously for all aspects of Special Operations while providing subject matter expertise 

of Unmanned Systems. Accountability between senior executive management and the SOCOM technical 

program teams resulted in securing multiple contracts valued at over a total of $600 million. 

Accomplishments include submitting multiple ROM‘s to Special Operations individual PEO Offices with 

examples including adding hours to MEUAS contracts under SOCOM for particular SOC units. Additional 

accomplishments include providing SOCOM SME knowledge to secure a specific contract for Manned-

Unmanned Teaming with AC-130 Gunships and Unmanned Systems with very particular EO/IR and 

SIGINT sensor packages outside of the normal RFQ and RFI process. Constant customer engagements 

allowed for very specific and detailed information of upcoming initiatives. Certified as the FSO responsible 

for all Security (personnel, information, industrial, and physical security programs) aspects of Textron 

Systems USSOCOM Office in Tampa, Florida. Served as USSOCOM's Facility Security Officer (FSO) to 

safeguard classified materials IAW DOD 5200.1R Industrial Security Procedures using JPAS and eQIP 

daily. Working environment included US Air Force, US Army and US Navy SOF Programs. 

 

US State Department INL Air Wing/ DynCorp Intl, 09/2010 - 11/2011 Afghanistan 

Aerial Gunner and Security Director 

Responsibilities & Accomplishments:  

Aerial Gunner and Security Director for missions flying on UH-1II Huey helicopters during missions to 

combat illicit narcotics. Accomplishments include providing technical assistance to both host countries and 

DEA agents on hand assisting the most effective method to provide efforts of drug interdiction and 

eradication while also enhancing international partners’ capabilities to investigate and seize the assets of 

major drug trafficking. Due to no ISR assets available for the INL Missions every flight required the use of 

gyro-stabilized binoculars to analyze the physical threat during missions. Examples of this use include 

providing Positive ID during missions flown into known non-friendly villages and regions during raids and 

seizures of drug manufacturers.  Compiled and prepared detailed pre-mission Intelligence analysis for INL 

flights involving DOS helicopters and foreign aircraft flying during raids. Provided subject matter expertise 

in a variety of interrelated security disciplines (tactical/physical) for US State Department Air Wing during 

Embassy and VIP personnel missions. Additional accomplishments include conducting and validating 

research in an interagency planning and operational cell. Strong ability to quickly grasp and master new 

requirements and related knowledge in a very challenging environment. 

 



  

 

Textron Systems dba AAI Corporation, 02/2008 - 09/2010  

Field Service Engineer, USSOCOM UAS Program Manager  

Responsibilities & Accomplishments:  

Operate, maintain, and provide field engineer level support of unmanned aircraft to include Ground Control 

Stations and all networking for US Special Operations Command. Expert knowledge and extensive 

aerospace with Unmanned Aerial System telemetry, video capabilities and limitations. Accomplishments 

include leading a team of roughly 20 Operators and customers through a comprehensive security 

infrastructure upgrade (e.g., firewall/VPN upgrades, intrusion detection and remote management) as the 

embedded SOCOM Field Engineer. Modernized outdated information security awareness programs and 

accomplished UAS system wide training on crucial new Infosec policies, procedures and technologies. Able 

to perform a variety of routine tasks while demonstrating full knowledge of avionics and electrical 

equipment procedures, theories and concepts. Expert mission support level background with Microsoft 

Office applications as well as expert skills with SharePoint web applications. Expert level of contract 

management skills to effectively coordinate with Government personnel and contracting office to ensure 

problems and issues have been properly defined and that the solutions satisfy customers needs. Senior Field 

Engineer with wide aerospace experience including Manned and Unmanned Air/Ground/Sea based EO/IR 

sensors, reconnaissance systems, and weapons development. Accomplished Program Manager responsible 

for multiple Unmanned Systems including ISR applications and other Ground Control Shelters and 

Intelligence Analysis hardware and software.  These skills include working with and supporting all branches 

of the United States Military, FMS and allied nations, OEM customers and International border security. 

Military Experience:  
US Air Force Special Operations Command (retired active duty and USAF Reserve) 

June 1986 to September 2010 -- Aerial Gunner flying AC-130 Gunship, MH-53 and HH-60 helicopter                                        

Responsibilities & Accomplishments:  

AFSOC and USAF CSAR (Combat Search and Rescue) expert with detailed knowledge and firsthand 

experience as the preferred mechanism for personnel recovery execution in uncertain or hostile environments 

and denied areas. Special Mission Aviator with over 2,500 flight hours during SOF missions working with 

US Navy Seals, USMC Force Recon and MARSOC, USAF PJ and Combat Controllers as well as foreign 

SOF agencies. COMSEC Controller for all aircraft flown during missions. Responsibilities include aircraft 

safety during AFSOC missions, passenger safety as well as well as maintaining equipment during and after a 

flight. Training details include weapon operations, weapon repair, night vision goggle use and Master level 

combat techniques required for CSAR missions or AC-130 Gunship missions. Participated in deliberate and 

time sensitive Rescue efforts and provide technical input information/knowledge management for deliberate 

and contingency missions. Missions include rescues behind enemy lines in uncontested remote and hostile 

areas.  Other responsibilities include providing close air support (CAS) coordination via secure 

communications for all involved during missions.  


